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Formation Control of Networked Mobile Robots
With Unknown Reference Orientation
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Abstract—In this article, the distributed leader-following
formation control problem of networked mobile robots is
investigated. The desired formation is specified by a ref-
erence trajectory generated by the leader and the follow-
ers’ desired relative positions with respect to the leader.
On the one hand, for any security-aware multirobot sys-
tems, the values of the leader’s position and orientation are
generally not allowed to be transmitted via the inter-robot
communication in the case of the information leakage of
formation caused by the possible eavesdropping. On the
other hand, relative orientations, different from relative po-
sitions, are typically difficult for mobile robots to measure
directly, which makes the reference orientation unknown to
all followers. In order to track the reference trajectory and
form a desired formation in the absence of the reference
orientation, followers are divided into two groups according
to whether they are able to directly measure the relative po-
sitions with respect to the leader. The topology of the sens-
ing/communication network among multirobot systems is
described by a directed graph containing a directed span-
ning tree. Then, two observer-based control laws are pro-
posed for two groups of followers, respectively, in both of
which the unknown tracking errors are properly estimated.
It is rigorously proven that the resulting closed-loop mul-
tirobot system is globally uniformly asymptotically stable.
Finally, the effectiveness of our approach is illustrated by
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an experiment conducted on networked TurtleBot3 Burger
mobile robots.

Index Terms—Autonomous robots, control of robotic net-
works, distributed control, formation control, multiagent
control systems, synchronization.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE formation control of multirobot systems has attracted
tremendous research attention in recent years due to its

wide applications in both civilian and military fields; see [1],
[2], [3], [4], [5], and references therein. Existing approaches to
tackle the formation control problem of mobile robots can be
categorized into behavior-based [6], virtual-structure [7], and
leader-following schemes [8]. In particular, the leader-following
one is adopted to track a physical target with the motion in-
formation known or partially known, which is described as
“leader”. The objective of the leader-following formation control
is to make all followers track an autonomous leader and main-
tain a desired geometric structure with respect to the leader.
If the mobile robots are simply modeled as single-integrators
or double-integrators, the broad existing results on the leader-
following consensus of multiagent systems, for example, [9], can
be applied or generalized to the formation control problems, as
in [10], [11], and [12]. However, the orientation is an important
state for a real mobile robot, which needs to be considered
in the system model together with the nonholonomic motion
constraint.

The unicycle model takes both the orientation and the non-
holonomic constraint of a mobile robot into consideration. Many
existing works focused on the formation control problems of
unicycle-type mobile robots. In [13], a framework based on
graph theory was first developed for the modeling and control of
multiple unicycle-type mobile robots. Based on this framework,
the Lyapunov stability analysis of a static formation under dis-
tributed control laws was presented in [14]. A nonlinear control
approach for mobile robots modeled by dynamic unicycles with
inter-robot communication was proposed in [15]. Besides, many
formation control problems concerning some practical issues
have been investigated. In [16], [17], [18], [19], and [20], the
formation tracking problems of mobile robots subject to velocity
or curvature constraints were studied. In [21], a receding-horizon
controller to improve the convergence performance of forma-
tion tracking errors was developed. The relaxed persistency of
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excitation condition in formation tracking control was consid-
ered in [22]. More recently, a vision-based adaptive technique
has been developed in [23] to achieve formation control, assum-
ing that the velocity of the leader was constant and unknown.
However, it was assumed in all aforementioned works that both
the position of the leader and the reference orientation have to
be available to at least one follower, either by measurement or
by communication, so as to achieve a formation defined by a
desired position and the synchronized orientation.

Nevertheless, rather than the leader’s real-time position, it is
more difficult for the followers to obtain the reference orienta-
tion in practice. To be specific, there are a number of sensing
devices, for example, the LiDAR, camera, sonar, etc., to directly
measure the relative positions between a pair of neighboring
robots, while the main means of sensing relative orientations
are vision-based, including the line-of-sight measurements [24],
[25] and the pan-camera-unit measurements [26], [27]. To this
end, the existing formation control approaches depending on the
relative orientation measurements become much restricted when
there is a vision-denied scenario, like the underwater environ-
ment or the night environment. The wireless communication
is an alternative way to obtain the reference orientation, that
is, the leader measures its own orientation and transmits it to
the followers via communication as in [15] and [22]. How-
ever, for any security-aware multirobot systems, the information
transmitted via the communication channels is vulnerable to
be eavesdropped by the adversary, which is typically common
in the military application of formation control. Moreover, the
information of leader’s position and orientation is generally the
most important privacy of multirobot systems, since the position
concerns the safety of multirobot systems and the orientation
may reveal the destination of the formation. Therefore, it is
also not applicable for the followers to obtain the reference
orientation when the security is taken into consideration.

The aforementioned issues motivate the study on the control
of mobile robots with unknown reference orientation. In [28],
an observer-based control law was developed to solve the tra-
jectory tracking problem of one single robot without reference
orientation, and the local stability of the closed-loop system was
established. Based on this result, a tracking controller with the
orientation error observer was proposed and applied to the ve-
hicle platooning problem in [29]. Nevertheless, only one single
robot was taken into account in [28], and the multirobot systems
with the network topology being a simple chain were considered
in [29]. Therefore, we are motivated to solve the leader-following
formation tracking control problem for multirobot systems with
a general network topology, in the case where the reference
orientation is unknown to all followers.

In this article, the topology of the sensing and communication
network underlying multirobot systems is described by a di-
rected graph containing a directed spanning tree. The reference
trajectory is generated by the leader, and the reference driving
and steering velocities are known to all followers by the broad-
cast from the leader. Followers are divided into two groups based
on whether they could directly sense the leader, i.e., whether
the leader is one of their neighbors in the graph. Two dynamic
controllers are designed, respectively, for these two groups

depending on the relative position measurements, while neither
the reference orientation nor relative orientation measurements
are required. Note that both of the leader’s position and orien-
tation are not transmitted via the communication channels in
the case of the information leakage of the formation’s privacy.
We establish the global asymptotic stability of the resulting
closed-loop multirobot system, based on a technical lemma on
sufficient conditions of uniform exponential/asymptotic stability
for a nonlinear perturbed system. Finally, an experiment on
networked TurtleBot3 Burger mobile robots is shown to validate
the effectiveness of the proposed control approach.

The main contributions of this article are twofold. First, the
proposed distributed control laws for formation tracking do not
rely on the reference orientation any more, which contrasts most
of the existing works on the formation control of nonholonomic
robots; see, for instance, [13], [14], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20],
[21], [22], and [23]. This setting is more reasonable especially
when multirobot systems are security aware and the vision-based
sensing devices are denied. Second, compared with [28] and
[29], which also considered the absence of reference orientation,
our approach exhibits its merit. It is noted that the trajectory
tracking of only one single robot was studied in [28] and that
vehicle platooning with the simple chain topology was investi-
gated in [29]. In contrast, this article considers the multirobot
systems with a more complex network topology described by
a directed graph containing a spanning tree, which includes
the cases in [28] and [29] as special cases. Moreover, different
from [28] and [29] where the initial orientations of followers are
confined to an interval, our design leads to the global uniform
asymptotic stability of the resulting closed-loop system, which
renders no limitation on both initial positions and orientations
of the followers.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. In Section II,
the problem formulation and some necessary preliminaries are
presented. In Section III, the main results, including control law
design and stability analysis, are explicitly given. In Section IV,
the laboratorial experimental results are shown. Finally, Sec-
tion V concludes this article.

Notations and definitions: | · | is the absolute value of a scalar.
For a vector x = [x1, . . . , xn]

T ∈ Rn, the Euclidean norm ‖ · ‖
is defined as ‖x‖ =

√
xTx.

II. PRELIMINARIES AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. Problem Formulation

Consider a group of N + 1 nonholonomic mobile robots. For
i = 0, 1, . . . , N , the kinematics of robot i is described by

ẋi = vi cos θi, ẏi = vi sin θi, θ̇i = ωi (1)

where pi = [xi, yi]
T ∈ R2 represents the Cartesian coordinates

of the position of robot i, and θi ∈ R is the heading angle
pointing to the robot’s orientation in the global coordinate
frame. vi ∈ R and ωi ∈ R are the driving and steering veloc-
ities, respectively. In particular, the reference trajectory for the
multirobot system, indexed by i = 0, i.e., [x0(t), y0(t), θ0(t)]

T,
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is generated by the leader with the following kinematics:

ẋ0 = vr cos θ0, ẏ0 = vr sin θ0, θ̇0 = ωr (2)

where vr and ωr are the reference driving and velocities broad-
cast from the leader to the multirobot system. Moreover, the
reference velocities satisfy the following assumption, which is
widely used in the trajectory tracking and formation control; see,
for example, [22] and [28].

Assumption 1: vr(t) is bounded and ωr(t) is persistently
exciting for all t≥ t0.

The aim of this article is to achieve the formation control
of the multirobot system through the distributed sensing and
communication among the robots. The topology of the sensing
and communication network is described by a directed graph
G = (V, E ,A), where V is the node set containing all mobile
robots, the edge set E = {(j, i) : j �= i, i, j ∈ V} contains the
directed edges from node j to node i, and A = [aij ] ∈ RN×N

is the weighted adjacency matrix, with aij > 0 if (j, i) ∈ E ;
otherwise, aij = 0. Denote the set of neighbors of robot i as
Ni = {j ∈ V : (i, j) ∈ E}. A directed edge (j, i) represents that
some information of robot j is available to robot i via sensing or
communication. The Laplacian matrix is defined as L = [lij ] ∈
RN×N with lij = −aij if j �= i, and lij =

∑N
j=1 aij if j = i.

Besides, to describe the interaction between each follower and
the leader, we introduce a nonnegative matrixB = diag(bi), with
bi = 1 if (0, i) ∈ E and otherwise bi = 0. Finally, define

H = L+ B. (3)

As a fundamental assumption on control of multirobot sys-
tems, the following assumption is required.

Assumption 2: The directed graphG contains a directed span-
ning tree, in which the leader node 0 is the root with no incoming
edges.

The desired formation of the multirobot system is defined by
the desired relative position of each follower i with respect to
the leader, denoted by di0 = [dxi0, d

y
i0]

T. However, since not all
robots have the information of the leader, the desired formation
is equivalently specified by the desired relative positions for each
pair of neighboring robots (i, j) ∈ E , i.e.,dij = [dxij , d

y
ij ]

T, with
dij = di0 − dj0. Meanwhile, the synchronized orientations of
all robots are also required in the desired formation. That is, the
objective of the leader-following formation tracking control is to
make all followers converge to those desired positions, i.e., make
x0 − xi → dxi0, and y0 − yi → dyi0, and the same orientation as
the reference one, i.e., θ0 − θi → 2Kiπ with some Ki ∈ Z.

To solve a formation tracking problem, the tracking errors are
generally defined in the global coordinate frame as

exi = x0 − xi + dxi0, e
y
i = y0 − yi + dyi0, e

θ
i = θ0 − θi. (4)

Considering the fact that θi and θi + 2Kiπ, Ki ∈ Z, represent
the same orientation, it is not necessary to use the true value of
θi for the design of control laws. Then, we define

si = sin θi, ci = cos θi (5)

Fig. 1. Illustration for the tracking errors: the leader and the follower
are represented by the red robot and the black robot (with solid-line
edge) respectively, and the black robot (with dashed-line edge) denotes
the desired position and orientation of the follower.

and transform (1) to a new kinematic model as⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
ẋi

ẏi

ṡi

ċi

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
ci 0

si 0

0 ci

0 −si

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦
[
vi

ωi

]
. (6)

Besides, the origin of the global coordinate frame is also un-
known to the multirobot system, and the robots rely on their
relative positions. Accordingly, we convert the position tracking
errors (4) using the following transformation [30]:[

xei

yei

]
=

[
ci si

−si ci

][
exi
eyi

]
(7)

and introduce two new orientation tracking errors as

sei = sin eθi , cei = 1 − cos eθi . (8)

Thus, to achieve the desired formation, it suffices to make the
tracking errors [xei, yei, sei, cei]

T converge to zero. The above
tracking errors are illustrated in Fig. 1.

In this article, it is supposed that the leader is autonomous and
collaborative to the followers. Under Assumption 2, there exists
at least one follower robot, which is able to detect or identify the
leader. Thus, followers can be divided into two groups, denoted
by VA = {1, . . . , nA}, nA ≥ 1 and VB = {nA + 1, . . . , N}.
Each follower inVA could sense the leader, and thus, the relative
position with respect to the leader is assumed to be measured,
while all followers in VB do not know the leader and do not
have access to any state of the leader. Note that the followers in
the two groups have different specifications and, thus, undertake
different tasks in the formation control. To this end, we need to
design the control laws for the two groups, respectively. Similar
to the follower in VA, each follower in VB is able to measure the
relative positions to its neighbors. Note that the desired positions,
including [dxi0, d

y
i0]

T and [dxij , d
y
ij ]

T, are defined in the presence
of a common sense of direction. Thus, all followers need to
share a reference for direction, and each one measures its own
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Fig. 2. Diagram of the problem formulation for Problem 1.

orientation. The available measurements to followers are stated
in the following assumption.

Assumption 3: Each follower i has access to its own orienta-
tion [si, ci]

T. Follower i, i ∈ VA, measures the relative position
[x0 − xi, y0 − yi]

T, while follower i, i ∈ VB , measures the rel-
ative positions [xj − xi, yj − yi]

T, j ∈ Ni.
Now, the formation control of mobile robots with unknown

reference orientation is formulated as follows, while a corre-
sponding block diagram is provided in Fig. 2.

Problem 1: Consider N + 1 nonholonomic robots with kine-
matics (1) and a network topology described by the graph
G . Given the reference velocities [vr, ωr]

T, and the desired
formation specified by the desired relative positions di0 =
[dxi0, d

y
i0]

T, i ∈ VA and dij = [dxij , d
y
ij ]

T, (i, j) ∈ E :
1) for follower i∈VA with any initial states

[exi (t0), e
y
i (t0), e

θ
i (t0)]

T∈R3, design a dynamic control
law in form of

[vi, ωi]
T = σA(ρ̂i, si, ci, vr, ωr,p0 − pi,di0)
˙̂ρi = �A(ρ̂i, si, ci, vr, ωr,p0 − pi,di0) (9)

2) for follower i ∈ VB with any initial states
[exi (t0), e

y
i (t0), e

θ
i (t0)]

T∈R3 and follower j ∈ Ni

being its neighbor, design a dynamic control law in form
of

[vi, ωi]
T = ρ̂B(ρi, si, ci, vr, ωr,dij)

˙̂ρi = �B(ρ̂i, ρ̂j , si, ci, vr, ωr,pj − pi,dij)
(10)

such that

lim
t→∞[xei, yei, sei, cei] = 0, i ∈ VA ∪ VB (11)

where pj − pi are the relative positions, ρ̂i and ρ̂j are internal
states of the follower robots i and j, respectively, to be designed
for the orientation estimation, and σA(·), �A(·), σB(·), and
�B(·) are sufficiently smooth functions.

Remark 1: In Problem 1, we adopt the setting, as in [18],
[19], [22], [28], and [29], that the reference driving and steering
velocities vr and ωr are known to the multirobot system. In
practice, vr and ωr are broadcast from the leader to all fol-
lowers, which is conductive to the smooth implementation of
the task. Instead, it is noted that the transmission of leader’s
position and orientation is not allowed in Problem 1 due to

the consideration for security. When it refers to the application
of formation control, especially in the military field, different
from the reference velocities, the information of the leader’s
position and orientation is generally the most important privacy
of any security-aware multirobot systems whose communication
channel is vulnerable to be eavesdropped by the adversary. That
is, if the position information were leaked, the multirobot system
could be attacked by the adversary; if the orientation information
were leaked, the destination of the multirobot system’s mission
might be exposed.

Remark 2: It is obvious in Problem 1 that neither the reference
orientation θ0 nor the relative orientations including θ0 − θi and
θj − θi are required, while the information of θ0 is needed
in [15], [18], [19], [20], and [22] and the measurements of
θ0 − θi and θj − θi are utilized in [23]. This is motivated by
the fact that the relative orientation is typically difficult for
the mobile robots to directly measure in practice, especially
in the vision-denied scenario, given that the transmission of
reference orientation by communication is not allowed. Take
the underwater workspace as an example. It is rather difficult
for sonar, the most important sensing equipment of underwater
robots, to directly measure the orientation of other robots or
relative orientation with respect to others. Even though for the
ground or aerial vehicles, the accurate measurement of relative
orientations also brings high requirements on sensors as well as
inevitable large noise. Therefore, it is highly significant for us
to treat the position and orientation differently.

B. Technical Lemmas

Before the main results are presented, we present three tech-
nical lemmas, which are used in the following section.

First, motivated by the cascaded system theory [31], we
provide a technical lemma to stabilize a perturbed system ex-
ponentially or asymptotically. The detailed proof is given in
Appendix A.

Lemma 1: Consider a perturbed system

ż = f(t,z) + g(t,z,ψ) (12)

where z ∈ Rnz is the state andψ ∈ Rnψ is an exogenous signal.
Functions f(t,z) and g(t,z,ψ) are piecewise continuous in t
and locally Lipschitz in z and (z,ψ), respectively. System (12)
can be viewed as a nominal system

ż = f(t,z) (13)

with a perturbation g(t,z,ψ). Let z = 0 be an equilibrium of
the nominal system (13), and Z ⊂ Rnz be a domain containing
z = 0. System (13) is uniformly exponentially stable for z ∈ Z ,
and g(t,z,ψ) satisfies

‖g(t,z,ψ)‖ ≤ b1‖ψ‖‖z‖+ b2‖ψ‖ (14)

with two positive constants b1 and b2. Then, system (12) is:
a) uniformly exponentially stable if ψ(t) converges to 0

exponentially as t → ∞;
b) uniformly asymptotically stable if ψ(t) converges to 0

asymptotically as t → ∞;
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c) uniformly exponentially stable if g(t,z,ψ) further satis-
fies ‖g(t,z,ψ)‖ ≤ b1‖ψ‖‖z‖ and ψ(t) converges to 0
asymptotically as t → ∞.

Finally, if Z = Rnz , system (12) is globally exponen-
tially/asymptotically stable. �

Lemma 2 (see [28, Lemma 1]): The following system:

ẋ =

[
−k1 −k2φ(t)

k4φ(t) 0

]
x, x ∈ R2 (15)

is globally exponentially stable if k1 > 0, k2k4 > 0, and φ(t) is
persistently exciting. �

Lemma 3 (see [32, Theorem 1]): Consider a directed graph
G satisfying Assumption 2. Define a matrix H as in (3), two
vectors as a = H−11N and b = H−T1N , and two matrices as
P = diag(bi/ai) and Q = PH+HTP, i ∈ V . Then, both P
and Q are positive definite. �

III. FORMATION CONTROL WITH UNKNOWN

REFERENCE ORIENTATION

In this section, two dynamic control laws are proposed for
the robots in groups VA and VB , respectively, so as to solve
the formation tracking control problem with unknown reference
orientation, i.e., Problem 1. Then, the global asymptotic stability
of the resulting closed-loop system is established.

First, we obtain the following error dynamics by taking the
time derivative of [xei, yei, sei, cei]

T defined in (7) and (8) along
the trajectories of system (6):

ẋei = vr − vrcei − vi + yeiωi

ẏei = vrsei − xeiωi

ṡei = ωr − ωrcei − ωi + ωicei

ċei = ωrsei − seiωi. (16)

To stabilize the above error dynamics, let us first consider the
following controller:

vi = vr + k1xei − k2ωryei

ωi = wr + k3sei. (17)

Denote the error state by χi = [xei, yei, sei, cei]
T. Then, one

can easily build the uniform exponential stability of the resulting
closed-loop system consisting of (16) and (17) at χi = 0 for all
χi ∈ X , where the domain X is defined as

X ={(x, y, s, c) :x∈R, y∈R, s∈ [−1, 1], c∈ [0, 2)} (18)

which takes all error states into consideration except eθi =±kπ,
i.e., cei=1−cos eθi �=2. The above result is summarized as the
following proposition, while its proof is given in Appendix B.

Proposition 1: Under Assumptions 1–3, for robot i∈VA with
initial states satisfying χi(t0) ∈ X , the error state χi(t) of the
system consisting of (16) and (17) exponentially converges to
zero as t → ∞. �

However, in the design of controller (17), the reference ori-
entation is assumed to be known so as to compute the error state
sei. Next, we aim to design two adaptive control laws, based on

the result of Proposition 1, to stabilize the error dynamics (16)
with no use of the reference orientation.

A. Control Law Design for Group A

For the follower i ∈ VA, the control law is designed as

vi = vr + k1xei − k2ωryei

ωi = ωr + γav2
r(ς̂i + avryei) (19)

with the observer

˙̂ςi = −av2
r ς̂i − av̇ryei + avrωixei − a2v3

ryei (20)

where the control gains satisfyk1>0,k2>0, 0<γ<1/2,a > 0,
and the internal state ς̂i satisfies ς̂i(t0) �=avr(t0)yei(t0). Note
that ς̂i + avryei is used to adaptively estimate the unknown
orientation error sei.

The control law (19) depends on neither the reference orien-
tation θ0 nor the relative orientation measurement θ0 − θi. To
implement the control law, robots in group VA are supposed
to be equipped with the onboard inertial measurement unit and
LiDAR, so as to satisfy Assumption 3 and to obtain the error
[xei, yei]

T by (7).
Now, we present the first main result of this article, stating

that the control law consisting of (19) and (20) solves the
tracking control problem for robots in group VA without using
the reference orientation.

Theorem 1: If Assumptions 1–3 are satisfied, for follower
i ∈ VA with any initial states [exi (t0), e

y
i (t0), e

θ
i (t0)]

T∈R3, the
control law consisting of (19) and (20) makes the tracking errors
[xei(t), yei(t), sei(t), cei(t)]

T of system (16) globally asymptot-
ically converge to zero as t → ∞. �

To analyze the stability of the resulting multirobot system
consisting of group VA, we need to have the error system.

Denote the time-varying control gain as k4 = γav2
r, the rel-

ative orientation estimation as ŝei = ς̂i + avryei, and the ori-
entation estimation error as s̃ei = ŝei − sei. Define the compact
error state asχi = [xei, yei, sei, cei]

T, and ξi = [s̃ei, sei, cei]
T is

viewed as an exogenous signal. Substituting (19) and (20) into
(16), we obtain the following error system:

χ̇i = F (t,χi) +G(t,χi, ξi)

ξ̇i = H(t, ξi) (21)

where

F (t,χi) =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
−k1xei + (1 + k2)ωryei − vrcei + k4yeisei

−ωrxei + vrsei − k4seixei

−k4sei + k4ceisei

−k4s
2
ei

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦

H(t, ξi) =

⎡
⎢⎣k4(1 − cei)sei + k4(1 − cei)s̃ei − av2

r s̃ei

−k4sei + k4ceisei − k4s̃ei + k4ceis̃ei

−k4s
2
ei − k4seis̃ei

⎤
⎥⎦
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G(t,χi, ξi) =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

k4yeis̃ei

−k4xeis̃ei

−k4s̃ei + k4ceis̃ei

−k4seis̃ei

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ .

Now, the proof of Theorem 1 is stated as follows.
Proof of Theorem 1: Let us consider two cases of the initial ori-

entations: (i) eθi (t0) ∈ (−π + 2kπ, π + 2kπ) and (ii) eθi (t0) =
±kπ, where k ∈ Z.

Case (i): First, by Proposition 1, the nominal system χ̇i=
F (t,χi) is uniformly exponentially stable at χi=0 for all χi∈
X . Second, we show the convergence of sei, cei, and s̃ei. Choose
a Lyapunov functionV(2)=cei +

1
2 s̃

2
ei. Taking its time derivative

along the trajectories of system (21) yields

V̇(2) = −k4s
2
ei − [av2

r − k4(1 − cei)]s̃
2
ei − k4ceiseis̃ei

≤ −k4s
2
ei − [av2

r − k4|1 − cei|]s̃2
ei + k4|cei||sei||s̃ei|

≤ −k4s
2
ei − (av2

r − k4)s̃
2
ei + 2k4|sei||s̃ei| (22)

where the last inequality holds since |1 − cei| ≤ 1 and |cei| < 2.
Recall that k4 = γav2

r, and then we have

V̇(2) ≤ −av2
r

[
γs2

ei + (1 − γ)s̃2
ei + 2γ|sei||s̃ei|

]
≤ −av2

r

[
γ(|sei| − |s̃ei|)2 + (1 − 2γ)s̃2

ei

]
. (23)

Since 0<γ<1/2, we have V̇(2)≤0. Since V̇(2)=0 implies s̃ei=
0,we have sei=0. Since χi∈X , sei=0 implies cei=0. Then,
it follows from the invariance principle [31, Theorem 4.4] that
sei, cei, and s̃ei asymptotically converge to zero. Accordingly,
the estimation state ς̂i + avryei asymptotically converges to the
orientation error sei, and equivalently, the exogenous signal
ξi(t) converges to 0 as t → ∞ asymptotically. Third, it holds
that ‖Gi(t,χi, ξi)‖≤4k4‖χi‖‖ξi‖+ k4‖ξi‖. By Lemma 1(b),
system (21) is uniformly asymptotically stable at χi = 0 for
χi ∈ X .

Case (ii): Consider that if eθi = ±kπ, we have sei = 0 and
cei = 2, which reduces the orientation error system to

ṡei = γav2
r(ς̂i + avryei), ċei = 0.

Since we set ς̂i(t0) �= avr(t0)yei(t0), it holds that ṡei(t0) �= 0.
Then, there will always be an instant t1 > t0 such that eθi (t1) ∈
(−π + 2kπ, π + 2kπ), i.e., χi(t1) ∈ X . By the result of Case
(i), we also haveχi(t) → 0 as t → ∞ given eθi (t0) = ±kπ. The
proof is thus completed. �

As shown in the proof of Theorem 1, the tracking errors
[xei, yei, sei, cei]

T and the orientation estimation error s̃ei =
ς̂i + avryei − sei asymptotically converge to zero.

Remark 3: The design of the control law consisting of (19)
and (20) is inspired by [28]. In [28], the resulting closed-loop
system is proven to be uniformly exponentially stable under the
assumption that the orientation error eθi = θ0 − θi locates inside
a closed and bounded interval eθi ∈ [−θc, θc], 0 < θc < π. In
contrast, we build the global uniform exponential stability by
setting an initial condition on the internal state, i.e., ς̂i(t0) �=
avr(t0)yei(t0), which can be always satisfied, since both of vr(t)
and yei(t) are known to robots in group VA.

B. Control Law Design for Group B

Since each follower in group VB has no knowledge of the
leader’s information directly, an online distributed observer is
designed so as to estimate the position tracking error [exi , e

y
i ]

T

and the reference orientation [s0, c0]
T. For each follower i in both

groups VA ∪ VB , we define the internal states [êxi , ê
y
i , ŝi, ĉi]

T.
By default, we assign [êxi , ê

y
i , ŝi, ĉi]

T = [xeici − yeisi, xeisi +
yeici, si, ci]

T for follower i ∈ VA, as all followers are collabo-
rative.

Then, the control law for follower i ∈ VB is designed as

vi = vr + k1(ê
x
i ci + êyi si)− k2ωr(−êxi si + êyi ci),

ωi = ωr + k3(ŝici − ĉisi) (24)

with the observer

˙̂exi = vr ĉi − vici +
∑
j∈Ni

aij((ê
x
j − êxi ) + (xj − xi) + dxij)

˙̂eyi = vr ŝi − visi +
∑
j∈Ni

aij((ê
y
j − êyi ) + (yj − yi) + dyij)

˙̂si = ωr ĉi +
∑
j∈Ni

aij(ŝj − ŝi)

˙̂ci = −ωr ŝi +
∑
j∈Ni

aij(ĉj − ĉi) (25)

where k3 is a positive control gain, and the internal states ŝi and
ĉi satisfy ŝi(t0)ci(t0) + ĉi(t0)si(t0) �= 0.

Note that [êxi , ê
y
i ]

T is used to estimate the position error
[exi , e

y
i ]

T, and [ŝi, ĉi]
T is used to estimate the reference orien-

tation [s0, c0]
T.

The followers in group VB are also supposed to possess
with the same sensors with those in VA. Thus, the relative
positions of robot i’s neighbors,pj − pi, and its own orientation
variables si and ci are measured, as stated in Assumption 3.
The estimated states of its neighbors, êxj , êyj , ŝj , and ĉj , are
transmitted via the inter-robot communication. Since all of the
required measurements and communications are local, control
law (24) can be implemented in a fully distributed manner.

Now, the second result of this article is given as follows.
Theorem 2: If Assumptions 1–3 are satisfied, for follower

i ∈ VB with any initial states [exi (t0), e
y
i (t0), e

θ
i (t0)]

T ∈ R3, the
control law consisting of (24) and (25) for follower i ∈ VB

makes the tracking errors [xei(t), yei(t), sei(t), cei(t)]
T of sys-

tem (16) asymptotically converge to zero as t → ∞. �
To analyze the stability of the resulting multirobot sys-

tem consisting of group VB , we need to have the error
system.

Define the estimation error as ζi = [x̃i, ỹi, s̃i, c̃i]
T with

x̃i = êxi − exi , ỹi = êyi − eyi , s̃i = ŝi − s0, c̃i = ĉi − c0

(26)
and the estimation error after coordinate transformation as

x̃ei = êxi ci + êyi si − xei, ỹei = −êxi si + êyi ci − yei. (27)
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Substituting (24), (26), and (27) into (16) yields the following
error system:

χ̇i = F (t,χi) + Ḡ(t,χi, ζi)

ζ̇i = H̄(t, ζi) (28)

where χi and F (t,χi) are defined in (21), and Ḡ(t,χi, ζi) and
H̄(t, ζi) are defined as

Ḡ(t,χi, ζi) =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
−k1x̃ei + k2ωrỹei + k3yeicis̃i − k3yeisic̃i

−k3xeicis̃i + k3xeisic̃i

−k3cis̃i + k3sic̃i + k3ceicis̃i − k3ceisic̃i

−k3seicis̃i + k3seisic̃i

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦

H̄(t, ζi) =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

∑
j∈Ni aij(x̃j − x̃i) + vr c̃i∑
j∈Ni aij(ỹj − ỹi) + vr s̃i

ωr c̃i +
∑

j∈Ni aij(s̃j − s̃i)

−ωr s̃i +
∑

j∈Ni aij(c̃j − c̃i)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ .

To prove Theorem 2, we first show the convergence of the
distributed observer (25), i.e., the stability of estimation error
system ζ̇i = H̄(t, ζi), which is stated in the following proposi-
tion. The detailed proof is given in Appendix C.

Proposition 2: Under Assumptions 1–3, for each follower
i∈VB with any initial states [êxi (t0), ê

y
i (t0), ŝi(t0), ĉi(t0)]

T,
observer (25) makes [êxi (t), ê

y
i (t), ŝi(t), ĉi(t)]

T asymptotically
converge to [exi (t), e

y
i (t), s0(t), c0(t)]

T as t → ∞, i.e., the es-
timation error ζi(t)=[x̃i(t), ỹi(t), s̃i(t), c̃i(t)]

T asymptotically
converges to 0 as t → ∞. �

Now, we present the proof of Theorem 2.
Proof of Theorem 2: We still consider two cases of the

initial orientations: (i) eθi (t0) ∈ (−π + 2kπ, π + 2kπ) and (ii)
eθi (t0) = ±kπ, where k ∈ Z.

Case (i): By (26) and (27), we have[
x̃ei

ỹei

]
=

[
ci si

−si ci

][
x̃i

ỹi

]
. (29)

Then, we have ‖[x̃ei, ỹei]
T‖ = ‖[x̃i, ỹi]

T‖. It follows that
max(|x̃ei|, |ỹei|) ≤ ‖[x̃ei, ỹei]

T‖ = ‖[x̃i, ỹi]
T‖ ≤ ‖ζi‖.

Accordingly, we have ‖Ḡ(t,χi, ζi)‖ ≤ 8k3‖χi‖‖ζi‖+
(k1 + k2bω + 2k3)‖ζi‖. By Proposition 1, the nominal system
χ̇i = F (t, χi) is uniformly exponentially stable for all χi ∈ X .
By Proposition 2, the exogenous signal ζ̇i(t) → 0 asymptoti-
cally as t → ∞. Therefore, by Lemma 1(b), system (28) is also
uniformly asymptotically stable at χi = 0 for all χi ∈ X .

Case (ii): Considering that eθi = ±kπ, we have sei = 0 and
cei = 2, which reduces the orientation error system to

ṡei = k3(ŝici − ĉisi), ċei = 0.

By a similar analysis as the proof of Theorem 1, we also have
χi(t) → 0 as t → ∞ given eθi (t0) = ±kπ. The proof is, thus,
completed. �

IV. EXPERIMENT

In this section, we present the experimental results to illustrate
the effectiveness of the proposed control approach.

Algorithm 1: Distributed Formation Control of Mobile
Robots With Unknown Reference Orientation (for Robot
i ∈ V).

Initiation: Neighbors Ni; Desired Relative Positions
dij , j ∈ Ni; Reference Driving Velocity vr; Reference
Steering Velocity ωr.
Input: Neighbors’ Relative Position
pj(t)− pi(t), j ∈ Ni by Sensing; Neighbors’ Internal
States [êxj (t), ê

y
j (t), ŝj(t), ĉj(t)]

T for i ∈ VB by
Communication;
Output: Trajectory [xi(t), yi(t), θi(t)]

T, t ≥ t0;
while not converge do

if Qi = ∅ then
if i ∈ VA then

Implements (19) and (20) on (1);
else {i ∈ VB}

Implements (24) and (25) on (1);
end if

else {Qi �= ∅}
Implements (30) on (1);

end if
end while

Fig. 3. Directed graph G among the multirobot system. Thin edges:
sensing. Thick edges: sensing and communication.

A. Setup

Laboratorial experiment is conducted on six TurtleBot3
Burger mobile robots. They are equipped with individual
computer boards powered by Ubuntu Mate and Robotic Op-
erating System (ROS). The motion of each robot is driven by
the driving and steering velocity commands from the onboard
ROS, and its kinematics are thus described by the nonholonomic
model (1). Owing to the limited sensing capability of TurtleBot3
Burger mobile robots, we use the VICON indoor positioning
system (VICON Motion Systems, OMG PLC Company), in-
stead of real onboard sensors, to localize the mobile robots and
record their motion, which is the same setting as that in [33]. The
VICON motion tracking system was equipped with ten VICON
Bonita cameras to track each robot fixed with five reflective pearl
markers for identification. Based on this setting, the relative
positions of neighboring robots, required for the control laws
consisting of (19), (20), (24), and (25), are computed and trans-
mitted to each robot by the VICON system. Since the driving and
steering velocity control inputs are computed and implemented
by each robot itself, rather than a centralized master computer,
this VICON-based multirobot platform, which is the same as
the settings in [33] and [34], is capable enough to examine the
effectiveness of the proposed distributed control approach in the
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Fig. 4. Snapshots of the on-site multirobot system in the experiment.

presence of many practical issues, such as motor offset, wear and
tear of wheels, delays, and some external perturbations, such as
noise and friction.

B. Collision Avoidance

To handle the collision avoidance, we adopt a behavior-
based switching algorithm. As in [33], robots are assumed
to be with the capability of proximity perception, which can
be physically realized by short-range infrared proximity sen-
sors. For convenience, in the experiment, the VICON indoor
positioning system is utilized to do proximity perception for
each robot instead of onboard sensors. We set a proximity
threshold ds > 0 to determine a proximity-based neighboring
set as Qi = {j : ‖pj − pi‖ ≤ ds}. For robot i, the switching
algorithm for the actual driving and steering velocity [v̄i, ω̄i]

T is
designed as

[v̄i, ω̄i]
T =

{
[vi, ωi]

T − [δvi, δωi]
T, if Qi �= ∅

[vi, ωi]
T, otherwise

(30)

where [
δvi

δωi

]
=

[
ci si

−si ci

] ∑
j∈Qi

1
‖pj − pi‖2

(pj − pi).

Note that the offsets δvi and δωi impel robots to move away
from each other. More importantly, they are faster as the distance
becomes smaller. This method is effective since the control laws
presented in Section III make the multirobot system globally
uniformly asymptotically stable, which implies that the con-
vergence to the desired formation is independent of the initial
instants or states. To this end, this switching algorithm would not
influence the convergence of the multirobot system to the final
desired formation, as the switching algorithm can be viewed as
tuning the initial instants or states.

C. Results

The multirobot system consists of one physical leader (la-
beled 0) and five followers (labeled 1–5) with kinematics (1).
Owing to the limited workspace, we set the leader’s trajectory

as a circle with the reference driving and steering velocities
as vr = 0.05 m/s and ωr = 0.2 rad/s, which also satisfies As-
sumption 1. The desired rectangle formation is determined
by the leader’s position p0(t) and the following relative posi-
tions:d10 = [0.6 m, 0]T,d20 = [0,−0.6 m]T,d30 = [1.2 m, 0]T,
d40 = [0.6 m,−0.6 m]T, d50 = [1.2 m,−0.6 m]T. The directed
graph is given in Fig. 3. To facilitate the understanding of the
proposed control approach in the experiment, we summarize it
as Algorithm 1.

The followers are also divided into two groups VA = {1, 2}
and VB = {3, 4, 5}. Set control gains k1 = 0.2, k2 = 0.2, k3 =
0.4, a = 30, γ = 0.3, and aij = 1, for i ∈ VB and j ∈ Ni.
The initial estimates [ς̂i(t0), ê

x
i (t0), ê

y
i (t0), ŝi(t0), ĉi(t0)]

T are
set randomly. Set the initial positions and orientations of six
robots randomly. Moreover, based on the size of TurtleBot3
robots, the proximity threshold is set as ds = 0.23 m. Then, the
control law consisting of (19), (20), (24), and (25) together with
the collision avoidance algorithm (30) are implemented on the
multirobot platform.

As illustrated in Fig. 4, five controlled follower robots aim
to track the leader’s motion and form a rectangle formation
with the leader in practical workspace. The trajectories during
formation evolvement are given in Fig. 5. As shown in Figs. 6
and 7, all tracking errors [xei, yei, sei, cei]

T and all estimates
[ς̂i, ê

x
i , ê

y
i , ŝi, ĉi]

T are convergent. Note that the tracking error
of follower 2, labeled by the yellow line in Fig. 6, converges
to zero more slowly than that of the other four followers, due
to the fact that we set the initial orientation error of follower 2
much larger than the other followers. Besides, the change of
relative distances rij , j ∈ V , is given in Fig. 8. It is shown
that the distance between robot 0 and robot 2 turns equal to
the proximity threshold ds at t = 23 s. The driving and steering
velocity control inputs are thus switched to (30), and the collision
avoidance mechanism takes effect. Consequently, no collision
occurs during the formation evolvement.

During this experiment, the six robots are often misidentified
by the VICON system since there exist too many reflective pearl
markers, which brings about much noise and inaccuracy to the
localization and the relative position measurements. Moreover,
it is rather difficult for the real robots to realize a perfect servoing
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Fig. 5. Trajectories of mobile robots in the experiment.

Fig. 6. Tracking errors of each follower in the experiment.

control of the designed driving and steering velocities. Owing
to the existence of these inaccuracy and noise, it is not practical
for the errors to converge to zero. The desired formation is con-
sidered to be achieved when the absolute values of the tracking
errorsxei and yei are less than 0.2 m. Therefore, although the fil-
tering had some effect on the convergence speed, the multirobot
system finally converges to the desired rectangle formation.
A video recording this experiment is provided in the supple-
mentary material (see also in https://youtu.be/5N_pg1ia9wQ)
to further demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed control
approach.

Remark 4: In the experiment, the trajectories of the followers
are not that smooth, since the noises and inaccuracy brought by
the VICON indoor positioning system cannot be avoided. The

Fig. 7. Estimates of each follower in the experiment.

Fig. 8. Relative distances rij , ∀i ∈ V, j ∈ V in the experiment. Black
horizontal line: the proximity threshold ds.

existence of too many reflective pearl markers brings about some
inevitable localization inaccuracy of the VICON system. Despite
some nonsmoothness curves, the convergence of the multirobot
system is still clear in the experiment, which shows that the
laboratorial experiment illustrates the fundamental effectiveness
of our control approach.

Remark 5: In the experiment, we adopt a behavior-based
switching algorithm to avoid inter-robot collisions, and it yields
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a fairly good performance. Theoretically, it may also bring
possible deadlocks when multirobot systems scale largely. In
fact, the developed control law could be well incorporated with
many collision avoidance approaches, either the behavior-based
switching algorithm that we have used or the control barrier
function (CBF) approach [35]. For the latter one, the proposed
control law could be used as the nominal controller in the CBF
approach. In this article, we do not employ the CBF approach,
since it would require high computational load in online solving
the quadratic programming problem.

V. CONCLUSION

In this article, a distributed control approach was proposed
for networked nonholonomic mobile robots to solve the leader-
following formation tracking problem with unknown reference
orientation. The network topology among the mobile robots was
described by a directed graph containing a directed spanning
tree. Particularly, the proposed control approach does not require
the information of reference orientation or any relative orienta-
tion measurements among the neighboring robots. Moreover,
the experiment conducted on TurtleBot3 Burger mobile robots
is presented to show the effectiveness of our proposed control
approach. There are some directions for the future work. First,
we hope to equip the TurtleBot3 Burger robots with onboard
sensors like LiDAR as well as more effective filtering algorithms
to build a sensor-based platform for fully decentralized control
of multirobot systems. Second, we aim to extend the result to
the formation control of 3-D robots on SO(3) in absence of
reference orientation. Finally, formation control problems of
multirobot systems with time-varying/switching network and
the conditions for connectivity preservation will be further in-
vestigated.

APPENDIX A
PROOF OF LEMMA 1

Since the nominal system (13) is uniformly exponentially
stable at z = 0 for z ∈ Z , by the converse Lyapunov theo-
rem [31, Theorem 4.14], there exists a function V : [0,∞)×
Z → R which satisfies: 1) b3‖z‖2 ≤ V (t,z) ≤ b4‖z‖2; 2)
∂V
∂t + ∂V

∂z f(t,z) ≤ −b5‖z‖2; and 3) ‖∂V
∂z ‖ ≤ b6‖z‖, for some

positive constants b3, b4, b5, and b6. Then, the time derivative of
V along the trajectories of system (12) satisfies

V̇ ≤ −b5‖z‖2 + b1b6‖z‖2‖ψ‖+ b2b6‖z‖‖ψ‖. (31)

To prove Lemma 1(a), define W =
√
V , and we have

Ẇ = V̇ /2
√
V . It follows from (31) that Ẇ ≤ − 1

2 (
b5
b4
−

b1b6
b3

‖ψ‖)W + b2b6

2
√
b3
‖ψ‖. By the comparison lemma [31, Lemma

3.4] and W ≥ √
b3‖z(t)‖, we have

‖z(t)‖ ≤
√

b4

b3
φ(t, t0)‖z(t0)‖+ b2b6

2b3

∫ t

t0

φ(t, τ)‖ψ(τ)‖dτ
(32)

with the transition function

φ(t, t0) = exp

[
− b5

2b4
(t− t0) +

b1b6

2b3

∫ t

t0

‖ψ(τ)‖dτ
]
. (33)

When ψ(t) converges to 0 exponentially as t → ∞, then the
trajectory satisfies ‖ψ(t)‖ ≤ b7‖ψ(t0)‖e−β(t−t0) with some
positive constants b7 and β. Then, there exist two constants 0 <
ε < b3b5/b1b4b6 and ϑ > b7‖ψ(t0)‖/β such that ψ(t) satisfies∫ t

t0
‖ψ(τ)‖dτ ≤ b7‖ψ(t0)‖

∫ t

t0
e−β(t−t0)dτ = b7

β ‖ψ(t0)‖(1 −
e−β(t−t0)) ≤ ε(t− t0) + ϑ. Choose two constantsα and b8 such
that α = 1

2 (
b5
b4
− ε b1b6

b3
) > 0, α �= β, and b8 = exp( b1b6ϑ

2b3
) ≥ 1.

It follows from (32) that ‖z(t)‖ ≤
√

b4
b3
b8‖z(t0)‖e−α(t−t0) +

b2b6b7b8
2b3

‖ψ(t0)‖
∫ t

t0
e−α(t−τ)e−β(τ−t0)dτ .

Note that
∫ t

t0
e−α(t−τ)e−β(τ−t0)dτ = e−α(t−t0)−e−β(t−t0)

β−α ≤
(β − α)−1e−α(t−t0) holds, since α �= β. Thus, we have

‖z(t)‖ ≤ κ‖z(t0)‖e−α(t−t0) with the constant κ =
√

b4
b3
b8 +

b2b6b7b8
2b3(β−α)‖ψ(t0)‖/‖z(t0)‖. Therefore, system (12) is uniformly
exponentially stable at z = 0 for z ∈ Z if ψ(t) converges to 0
exponentially as t → ∞.

To prove Lemma 1(b), where ψ(t) converges to 0 asymp-
totically as t → ∞, we use the fact that given any ε1, there
exists T1(ε1) > 0 such that ‖ψ(t)‖ ≤ ε1, t ≥ T1(ε1). Choose
ε1 < b5/b1b6, and (31) becomes

V̇ ≤ −(b5 − b1b6ε1)(1 − ε2)‖z‖2 (34)

for all t ≥ T1(ε1) and ‖z‖ ≥ b2b6ε1/ε2(b5 − b1b6ε1), and
0 < ε2 < 1. By [31, Theorem 4.18], we have ‖z(t)‖ ≤
ϕ(‖z(t0)‖, t− t0) +

√
b4
b3

b1b6ε1
ε2(b5−b1b6ε1)

, where ϕ is a class KL
function. Since ϕ(‖z(t0)‖, t− t0) converges to 0 as t → ∞,
given any ε3, there exists T2(ε3) such that ϕ(‖z(t0)‖, t− t0) ≤
ε3
2 , t ≥ T2(ε3). Choose ε1 and ε2 such that

√
b4
b3

b1b6ε1
ε2(b5−b1b6ε1)

≤
ε3
2 . Thus, we have ‖z(t)‖ ≤ ε3, t ≥ T3 with T3(ε3) =
max(T1(ε1(ε3)), T2(ε3)), which shows that z(t) converges to
0 as t → 0. Therefore, system (12) is uniformly asymptotically
stable at z = 0 for z ∈ Z ifψ(t) converges to 0 asymptotically
as t → ∞.

To prove Lemma 1(c), where ‖g(t,z,ψ)‖ ≤ b1‖ψ‖‖z‖, sub-
stitute b2 = 0 into (34) and we have V̇ ≤ −(b5 − b1b6ε1)‖z‖2

for all t ≥ T1(ε1) with ε1 < b5/b1b6. By [31, Theorem 4.10],
system (12) is uniformly exponentially stable at z = 0 for
z ∈ Z .

Finally, if Z = Rnz , Lemma 1 holds for all initial states,
showing that system (12) is global exponentially/asymptotically
stable. �

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1

Denote z1i=[xei, yei]
T, z2i=[sei, cei]

T. Then, the closed-
loop system consisting of (16) and (17) can be written as

ż1i = f(t,z1i) + g(t,z1i, z2i)

ż2i = h(t,z2i) (35)

where

f =

[
−k1 (1 + k2)ωr

−ωr 0

]
, h =

[
−k3sei + k3ceisei

−k3s
2
ei

]
(36)

and g = [−vrcei + k3yeisei, vrsei − k3xeisei]
T.
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First, since ωr is persistently exciting under Assumption 1, it
follows from Lemma 2 that system ż1i = f(t,z1i) is uniformly
exponentially stable for [z1i, z2i]

T ∈ X . Next, we show that
system ż2i = h(t,z2i) is also uniformly exponentially stable
for [z1i, z2i]

T ∈ X . Choose a Lyapunov function candidate
V(1) = cei, since cei ≥ 0. Taking its derivative along the tra-
jectories of system ż2i = h(t,z2i) yields V̇(1) ≤ −k4s

2
ei ≤ 0.

For [z1i, z2i]
T∈X , we have −1 ≤ sei≤1 and 0 ≤ cei < 2. Ac-

cordingly, sei = 0 implies cei = 0. By the invariance princi-
ple [31, Theorem 4.4], we have cei → 0. Then, consider the sys-
tem ṡei = −k3sei + k3ceisei as a nominal system ṡei = −k3sei
with a perturbation k3ceisei. It is obvious that the nominal sys-
tem ṡei = −k3sei is uniformly exponentially stable. Moreover,
the perturbation k3ceisei satisfies |k3ceisei| ≤ k3|cei||sei| and
cei → 0. By Lemma 1(c), system ṡei = −k3sei + k3ceisei is
uniformly exponentially stable. As a result, both sei(t) and cei(t)
converge to 0 exponentially as t → ∞, that is, system ż2i =
h(t, z2i) is uniformly exponentially stable for [z1i, z2i]

T ∈
X . Under Assumption 1, there exists a positive constant
bv such that |vr| ≤ bv . Besides, we have max(|xei|, |yei|) ≤
‖z1i‖, and max(|sei|, |cei|) ≤ ‖z2i‖. Then, g(t,z1i, z2i) sat-
isfies‖g(t,z1i, z2i)‖ ≤ 2k3‖z1i‖‖z2i‖+ 2bv‖z2i‖. Therefore,
by Lemma 1(a), system (35), i.e., χ̇i = F (t,χi), is uniformly
exponentially stable for χi ∈ X . The proof is completed. �

APPENDIX C
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2

First, we show the convergence of s̃i and c̃i for i ∈ VA ∪ VB .
For the follower i ∈ VA, since ŝi = si, taking the time derivative
of s̃i = ŝi − s0 along trajectories of system (6) yields

˙̃si = ˙̂si − ṡ0 = ωr c̃i + ci(t)ω̃i(t) (37)

where ω̃i(t) = ωi(t)− ωr(t). Similarly, we have

˙̃si = ωr c̃i − s̃i + μi(t)

˙̃ci = −ωr s̃i − c̃i + νi(t), i ∈ VA (38)

where we define μi(t) = ci(t)ω̃i(t) + s̃i(t) and νi(t) =
−si(t)ω̃i(t) + c̃i(t) as two exogenous signals.

For the follower i ∈ VB , by system (28), we have

˙̃si = ωr c̃i +
∑
j∈Ni

aij(s̃j − s̃i)

˙̃ci = −ωr s̃i +
∑
j∈Ni

aij(c̃j − c̃i), i ∈ VB . (39)

For follower i, i ∈ VA, the control law (19) only uses the
relative position measurements w.r.t. the leader, and thus,
the information of its neighboring followers in G is not
involved in system (38). To describe the actual interaction
among multirobot systems, we introduce a subgraph of G =
(V, E ,A), namely G = (V, E ,A), by removing the directed
edges (j, i), i ∈ VA, j ∈ V\{0, i} from E , i.e., E = E\{(j, i) :
i ∈ VA, j ∈ V\{0, i}} and A = [aij ] ∈ RN×N with aij > 0 if
(j, i) ∈ E and aij = 0 otherwise. Since the graph G satisfies
Assumption 2, the subgraph G also satisfies Assumption 2.
Moreover, for the subgraph G, we define H = L+ B, where

L is the Laplacian matrix of the subgraph G and B = diag(bi)
with bi = 1 for i ∈ VA and bi = 0 for i ∈ VB . Then, de-
note the following stacked vectors, s̃ = [s̃1, . . . , s̃N ]T ∈ RN ,
c̃ = [c̃1, . . . , c̃N ]T ∈ RN ,μ = [μ1, . . . , μnA , 0T

nB
]T ∈ RN ,ν =

[ν1, . . . , νnA , 0T
nB

]T ∈ RN , and express the system consisting of
(38) and (39) in a compact form as

˙̃s = ωrc̃−Hs̃+ μ(t), ˙̃c = −ωrs̃−Hc̃+ ν(t). (40)

Consider the following nominal system:

˙̃s = ωrc̃−Hs̃, ˙̃c = −ωrs̃−Hc̃ (41)

and [μT(t),νT(t)]T can be viewed as a perturbation.
Choose a Lyapunov function candidate V(3) =

1
2 s̃

TP s̃+
1
2 c̃

TP c̃, where P = diag(ei/fi) with [e1, . . . , enB ]
T = H1nB

and [f1, . . . , fnB ]
T = H−T1nB . Taking the time derivative of

V(3) along the trajectories of system (41) yields

V̇(3) = ωrs̃
TP c̃− ωrc̃

TP s̃+
1
2
sT(PH+HTP )s

+ cT(PH+HTP )c ≤ − λmin(Q)

λmax(P )
V(3) (42)

where Q = PH+HTP is positive definite by Assumption
2 and Lemma 3. Hence, system (41) is uniformly exponen-
tially stable. Moreover, for robot i ∈ VA, we have already let
ŝi = si. By Theorem 1, we have sei → 0, i.e., si → s0, and
then, s̃i = ŝi − s0 = si − s0 → 0 accordingly. By Theorem 1,
one could easily obtain ω̃i → 0. It follows from ‖μ(t)‖ ≤∑nA

i=1(|ci||ω̃i|+ |s̃i|) ≤
∑nA

i=1(|ω̃i|+ |s̃i|) that μ(t) → 0N as
t → ∞ asymptotically. Similarly, we have ν(t) → 0N as t →
∞. Therefore, by Lemma 1(b), system (40) is uniformly asymp-
totically stable. Consequently, system (39) is also uniformly
asymptotically stable.

Second, we show the convergence of x̃i and ỹi for i ∈ VA ∪
VB . For the follower i ∈ VA, it follows from êxi = exi and êyi =
eyi that x̃i ≡ 0 and ỹi ≡ 0. Accordingly, we write

˙̃xi ≡ −x̃i + x̃i, ˙̃yi ≡ −ỹi + ỹi, i ∈ VA. (43)

For the follower i ∈ VB , by system (28), we have

˙̃xi =
∑
j∈Ni

aij(x̃j − x̃i) + vr c̃i

˙̃yi =
∑
j∈Ni

aij(ỹj − ỹi) + vr s̃i, i ∈ VB . (44)

We denote the stacked vectors x̃ = [x̃1, . . . , x̃N ]T and
ỹ = [ỹ1, . . . , ỹN ]T ∈ RN , and two exogenous signals
ε(t) = [x̃T

A, vrc̃
T
B ]

T and υ(t) = [ỹT
A, vrs̃

T
B ]

T, where x̃A =
[x̃1, . . . , x̃nA ]

T, ỹA = [ỹ1, . . . , ỹnA ]
T, s̃B = [s̃nA+1, . . . , s̃N ]T,

and c̃B = [c̃nA+1, . . . , c̃N ]T. Then, we express the system
consisting of (43) and (44) in a compact form as

˙̃x = −Hx̃+ ε(t), ˙̃y = −Hỹ + υ(t). (45)

For follower i ∈ VA, we have x̃A = 0nA and ỹA = 0nA . For
follower i ∈ VB , since the system (39) is uniformly asymp-
totically stable and vr is bounded by Assumption 1, both the
exogenous signals ε(t) and υ(t) converge to zero as t → ∞. By
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a similar analysis as that of system (40) and Lemma 1(b), we
can prove that system (45) is uniformly asymptotically stable.
Consequently, system (44) is also uniformly asymptotically
stable. Therefore, ζi(t) = [x̃i(t), ỹi(t), s̃i(t), c̃i(t)]

T converges
to zero asymptotically as t → ∞, that is, the observer (25) makes
[êxi , ê

y
i , ŝi, ĉi]

T asymptotically converge to [exi , e
y
i , s0, c0]

T. The
proof is thus completed. �
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